Governor Visits to School

Governor
Brian Kenny

Visit
18/12/13“Please pass on my sincere thanks to all the staff and pupils
involved in the year 1 production, ‘Little Angel gets her Wings’,
which I came to see yesterday morning. I thoroughly enjoyed the
whole performance, which I thought was brilliant! Everyone
involved looked fantastic, and 100% enthusiasm, which was great
to see.”

Maxine O’Neill

3/12/13To visit EYFS, be introduced to staff, look at setting and watch a
session.
“Observed children taking part in various activities. Learnt about
plans for development. “
“Thoroughly enjoyed the visit, very informative”

Val Maher

27/11/13To look at writing throughout school as a result of attending a
course ‘Better English’ delivered by HMIs.
“School has a focus on writing in order that children reach their
targets. Big Write has produced some amazing results!
Handwriting scheme also very successful. “
“Looked at writing books throughout school. Very impressed with
progression and teachers’ marking.”
“Reading areas in classrooms well used and resourced.”
“Enjoyed looking at children’s work. Some stunning examples.
Children are very lucky to attend Mersey Park!”

Glenda James

20/11/13To update me on Safeguarding protocols. To review Safeguarding
policies.
“Looked through Safeguarding audit. GJ to be informed when any

outstanding issues have been addressed.”
“Robust system that seems to be working well.”
“Many thanks to Mrs Tootell for an informative and rigorous
explanation of the policies and procedures. She is obviously very
well informed.”

Julie Noonan

19/11/13To look at the R.E books and find out what the children have been
learning about.
“This was an enjoyable visit. I saw a range of R.E books and was
very pleased with the standards displayed and the breadth of
ideas covered.”

Brian Kenny

11/7/13“Please pass on my sincere thanks to all the staff and pupils
involved in the ‘Reach for the Stars’ production this morning- too
many to mention by name here. The enthusiasm of everyone
involved this morning was infectious and has given me such a lift,
which will keep me going for the rest of the day.”

Glenda James

22/2/12“Today I was fortunate to be able to share a very special day in
the school calendar, Awards Assembly.”
“This was a lovely assembly and I’m sure did a great deal to foster
the right attitudes in the children regarding attendance and
always trying their best. It was lovely to see the faces of the
children and their proud parents. I’m sure all the children look
forward to the next assembly and the possibility of receiving an
award themselves.”

Elaine McGinn
Julie Cheung

29/10/11To have an overall understanding of what the school is doing for
children who have Special educational Needs.
“We met with the school SENCo who explained how the children
are noticed and what action the school takes, the monitoring
system and the difference between School Action and School
Action Plus.”
“Feel that the school is doing a very good job and have everything

in place to help the children. Received the school Inclusion Policy
to read. “
“Feel it would be a good idea if myself and Julie Cheung (SEN
Governors) attend any SEN training that the school has to enable
us to be involved and kept up to date with any changes or issues
within SEN.”

